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MLK march draws SU students, community
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
This year's MLX March, celebrating the
birthday ofDr. Martin Luther King Jr. Monday, was the biggest in Seattle history.
According to the King 5 news-copter,
12,000 peopleparticipated,exemplifying the
influential legacy left by King.
Seattle University also represented itself
in themarch this year, with the coordination
of Leilani Balais. Assistant Director of the
Office of Multicultural Student Affairs
(OMSA).
"Lastyear I
— participated in themarch with
AmeriCorp and Ithought it wouldbegreat
to introduce SU. It follows

right along with

our commitment to social justice," Balais

said.
"Plus, Garfield is so close."

Balais said that people all over campus
contactedher last week, interestedinmarching. She encouraged everyone to participate
and recommended they wear SU gear. She
organized a meeting point at 9 a.m. in the
Bellarmine turn-around.
"It's a day on, not a day off," Balais reminded rallying SU marchers.
The SU group,led by Balais, met in the
early, misty morning, got some coffee, and
headed through the cold to Garfield High

School.
"I think it's important to remember those

who came before us and stand up and keep
fighting for our rights," said Juliana
Bateman, sophomore theology major and
first-time marcher.
Bobby Vargas,juniorpsychology/criminal
justice major, was another SU marcher.
Vargas marched because he feels it is good
to see peaceful protest stillexists, in lieu of
events like the WTO protests.
Once at Garfield High School the students
joined the gathering masses and attended
various workshopsorganizedby the Central
Area MotivationalProgram and the Martin
Luther King Jr. Celebration Committee.
The workshops dealt with issues such as
voter education,economic justice, worker's
rights, education,healthcare, juvenilejustice
and racism.
The marchbeganat Garfield High because
Garfield wasone place Dr.King visited during his only trip to Seattle, in 1961. It was
known as theunofficial headquarters of civil
rights in Seattle.
People who were aroundduring the 1960s
remember the civil unrest and how, in 1957,
Garfield was the first local school to have
more than 50 percent non-white students.
"During the 1960s there were protests that
— that's why the
took place at Garfield
—
March starts there there's a lot ofhistory,"
Balais added.
One special guest at the education workshop was Calista Phair, the Renton High
School student who wasrecently suspended
for refusing to read Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn.

Janell Lewis, SU Freshman marches on Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
"A lot of youngpeople don't stand up for
—
themselves Ithink itis important we stand
up for what webelieve," said Phair.
In her speech Phair quoted Dr. King saying, "If you are not willingto die for your
rights what are you living for?"
Inside Garfield's purple and red-brick
walls people of all races offered literature,
signs, political information, buttons and Tshirts; promoting causes and representing
political candidates.
The rally in the gymbegan at 11 a.m., delving into the theme, "Walking in ourfootsteps,
justice begins at home."
Community leaders and clergy spoke to
the crowd,celebratingDr.King's legacy and
remembering Tyree Scott. Scott wasa local
activist and poet who co-foundedtheNorthwest Laborand Employment Office (LELO)
who passed away last year. Students read
Scott's poetry.
From the rally, people migrated toward

23rd and Jefferson, people ofall races were
everywhere,together.
The January suncame out, and participants
were chanting, organizing and banging on
drums. Organizers handed out signs andthe
intensity of the crowd rose.
The March headed south on 23rd up to
Yesler,as marchers chanted slogans like,"No
—
justice. No peace." And, "I'm fired-up I
can't take it no more."
Eddie Ryan Jr. bated the crowd with his

Once the procession made it to First they
headed north to theFederal Office Building.
Vargas, beaming and carrying his sign,
sang out, "Justice begins at home."
—
"This is awesome absolutely amazing,"
Vargas commented, taking it all in.
At the Federal Building there was another
rally where labor leaders, feminists and activists spoke. There was singing and dancing.
Then everyone was invited to the Arctic
megaphone.
Buildingfor Ezell's chicken,Mexican food.
Onlookers wavedfrom porches, windows Chinese food,spaghetti and drinks.
and street corners, some joined inand some
People ate, reflected and got along, living
proof that Mother Theresa was right when
took photos. Cameras wereeverywhere.
Police presence was minimal, and people she said,"Peace begins with a smile."
moved in anorderly fashion, stopping to let
Balais felt proud of the SU support. She
cars pass at major intersections. Themarch- also noted representatives from several miers continued down Yesleracross 1-5.
nority groups through out the march, and
This year the marchers stayed on the right hopes a tradition of SU participation will
side of the street, unable to take the entire continue annually as part of the diversity
street as they did last year.
month celebration.
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Robberies initiate
heightened security
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
An increasein robberies/assaults

within the vicinity of the Seattle
University campus ledto the release
of a CrimeAlert by Campus Public
Safety on Jan. 15. FromJan. 11 to
Jan. 15, four robbery/assault incidentsoccurred within a threeblock
radius ofcampus, including onethat
involved a Seattle University student.
Therobbery incidentsoccurred at
11th and East Pike, 11th and East
Terrace, 11th andEast Spruce,and

10th and East Marion. According
to the Crime Alert, allof the incidents occurred between 8 p.m.and
5 a.m.
Mike Sletten, Campus Public
Safety Director, has been working
with agencies including the Seattle
Police Department Robbery Unit,
the Community Police Team, and
the Eastside Precinct to assist in
protecting students.
"The Seattle Police Department
Robbery Unit has assigneda detectiveto workthis case," Sletten said.
"The detective has been looking
into all the incidents to seeif there
is any connection between the four
events."
The incidents have included
physical assaultsand an individual
beingthreatenedwith an unknown
sharp object. Thereis no evidence
to connect any ofthe fourincidents

in any way,but the SPD Robbery

Unit andCPS officials continue to
look at all of the possible motives.
The fourth incident occurred on
11th andEast Spruce involved a Seattle University student. Campus
Public Safety officialsreported that
a female student wasattacked by a
slender,nicely dressed, six-footAfricanAmericanmale at theintersection of 11th and Spruce. According to the official report,the student
was walking home around 8:10
p.m. As she crossed the street, the
male suspect passedher, struck her
in the face, and took her backpack.
The victim was taken to
Harborview Medical Center for
evaluation after she called 9-1-1.
In response to the incidents,
Campus Public Safety has increased patrols throughout campus
during the hours ofdarkness. Uniformed as well as plainly clothed
officers are being used to try and
deter any future attacksfrom occurring to students.
"
Ifstudents aregoing tobewalkingalone, walk witha friend or call
the safety escort service which is
available for students 24 hours a
day," Sletten said.
CPS, Residence Life and Housing, and the Seattle Police Department held a campus crime prevention meeting on Jan. 21.
The session was used to inform
studentsof the increased threatand
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Dinner celebration honors the memory of MLX
Barbara Gering
Staff Writer

can Americans," stated Brown.
Guests enjoyed a meal, catered by Bon

reminded the audience in his speech that al- Hunter. "The equality gaphas remained the
though times have changed for thebetter in same.Racism still is a reality."
Hunteralsonoted that theNorthwestleads
Appetit, and listened to the voice of singer the past 50 years,racismis still veryreal and
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in being home to the fewest numThe third annual Martin Luther King Jr.
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but
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Joseph
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About 250
alumni and other
tal Portfolio for the First Church of Seattle,
"We havebeen so blessedin Washington,"
guests attended the dinner to appreciate Civil
remembers being 6 yearsold and sitting on stated Hunter. "We, of all people, ought to
Rights gains and to acknowledge how far
his father's shoulders while his father par- praiseGodmore."
there is to go.
Father Sundborgreferred to the celebraticipated in the March on Washington in
SUPresidentFather Sundborgencouraged
1963.
tion as "one opportunity to rise."
the audience to remember Martin Luther
Hunter, also a theology professor at SU,
Throughout the evening, the crowd wasinKing, Jr. not only as the 39-year-old who died
has since workedacross the country to fight deed encouraged to rise just as Martin Luther
in 1968,but also as the man who wouldhave
King, Jr. had done in 1963.
racism.
turned 75 that evening.
humorous,
moving
In his often
but very
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Hunter
toldthe
that
there
new
speech,
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29
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19
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percent
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American
students,
staff,
tion is a chance for the
and
menborn this yearcan expect tospend some
"Let us not forget that discrimination and
faculty of SeattleUniversity, as well as meminjustice are still veryprevalent in our socitimein a State or Federal Prison.
bers of the community, to come together in Singer VanessaLove pro"We [African Americans] still die faster, ety, and that many people of all colors and
remembranceof a peaceful man who fought
vides entertainment for those
live sicker, and are still less likely to afford backgrounds are still fighting racism to this
for the civil rights of allpeople,not justAfriattending the MLX dinner.
the high cost of healthcare," acknowledged very day."

Folk musicians share music and News Briefs I
feminist views in performance Upcoming Blood Drive
Catherine ODea
Staff Writer
The Righteous Mothers, a feminist folk singing group,
took the stage to rock the StudentCenter on Jan. 14.
Thequartet of innovative,hard working,creative women,
whohave been together for nearly20 years,put onanunforgettable show. Lisa Brodoff,Clare Meeker,Maria BethElliot
and Wendy Crocker filled Cherry Street with comedy, dialogue, interesting choreography, and songs about the politi-

The song"LesbianHoneymoonHoliday,"which theyperformed, was written to commemorate Hawaii for being the
first state to take on the issue of legalizing gay and lesbian

marriages. Thesongis timely,consideringthe fact that there
is currently a court case in Massachusetts dealing with the
same topic.

Another song that stood out was "Jake's Choice." Anyone who has experienced an abusive relationship, whether
through a friend, family member, or firsthand can relate to
the powerful and touching songlyrics. One particular linein
the song that catches your attention is, "If you raise your
cal and social issues of our time.
hand
to me one more timewe're through,"encouraging the
Roberto Jusino, multicultural chairperson and coordina- abused take a stand.
to
tor at SEAC, has been planningthis Academic Salonfor over
The
Righteous
Mothers also created a kindof an anthem
twomonths. Jusino was extremelyenthusiastic about helpanyone who has been in a relationship that ended badly.
for
ing to bringsuch a different formofculturaland sexual awareThe song title "Don't Dial ThatNumber" speaks for itself. It
ness to the students.
captures the essence of what a person goes
humorously
"It's just really exciting," said Jusino
at the beginning of the end of a relationship that
through
Group member Lisa Brodoff, a Seattle University Law
anyone can relate to.
School professor, also expressedher feelings about the show almost explosive
Their
stage presence, quirky routines, unique
that went beyonda typical musical performance.
moves,
insight clearly captivated the
and
remarkable
dance
"Rather than teaching feminism in a classroom, you are
audience.
able to learn throughmusic andhumor and it just so happens
"It was unusual but very fun and intelligent," said
that a lot of our songs cover this topic, particularly from a
Boyd,sophomore.
Cassandra
woman's perspective,"said Brodoff.
In the landofmusic, pop reigns, sex sells, and the quality
The Righteous Mothers songs covered a wide range of
of some artists work is highly questionable. The Righteous
issues concerning, same sex-marriage, abusive relationships
Mothers
area groupthathas somethingimportant to say and
and body image.
can open up a whole new genre of music to the audience.
Theirmusic is presented in a way which allows a variety of people whether, gay,
straight, fat, skinny, black, white and so on,
to relate to.

"I thought it was hilarious," said Juliana
Bateman, sophomore.
Those whodon'tparticularly like folk music, can still walk away from a Righteous
Mothersperformance with anappreciation for
who they are and what they stand for.
"It was not the kind of music Ilisten to
normally but it was nice to hear something
more open-minded," said Alex Kain, freshman.

The RighteousMother willbe playingtwo
shows in the Seattle Public Theatre at the

The Righteous Mothers sing folk songs about
various issues.

Bathhouse on Greenlake, Saturday, Jan. 24,
at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. For more information

about the Righteous Mothers, visit their
website at www.rinhteousmothers.eom.

Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer
TheOffice ofMulticultural Student Affairs (OMSA)
is sponsoring a community blood drive Friday, Jan 23
in Bellarmine Hall basement from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. The blood driveis a part of diversity month,and
is specifically intended to be an easyway for students
to make a small difference.
According to the Puget SoundBlood Center, which
isconducting theblooddrive, adonation will notonly
helpin transfusions and building up the blood bank,
but can also beused to help component ofbloodincluding red cells, plasma, and peripheral stem cells.
Allof these components help treat conditions such as
hemophilia, sickle cell anemia and various types of
cancers.
For more information the Puget SoundBlood Center website can be found at http://www.psbc.org/
defaulthtm. OMSA may be contacted at (206) 2966072.

Bakes are back
AJ. Chavez
PhotoEditor
Pepperonipizzaand frenchbread cheese bakes are
back.
The Bottom Line, the new snack bar in the Pigott
building, stopped making them one week after openingin December 2003 because of faculty complaints
aboutodors.
Faculty complained that thesmells producedby the
bakes "permeated the rooms," saidKevin Haggerty, a
supervisor at TheBottom Line.
To offer the bakes again, The Bottom Linehadan
air purification system installed by the first week of
winter quarter on the oven in which thebakes aremade.
Since the system's installation,nobody has complainedaboutodors from thebakes,Haggerty said. The
FrenchBread Cheese Bake has "bubbly garlic-herbed
creamcheese" as aningredient,according to the menu.
Bothbakes canbepurchasedby themselves for less
than three dollars,or as combos with a drink and salad
or pastafor less thanfour dollars.

\
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Governor delivers last
'State of the State'

ATTENTION STUDENT
BUSINESS OWNERS

Mark Griswold
Staff Writer
OLYMPIA- Governor GaryLockedeliveredhis final State ofthe State
address on Jan. 13 from Olympia HighSchool.
He began by commenting onhow fitting the location was,being a place
of learning and "a source of hope." He highlighted how his goals ofeducation reform, whichhe brought to Olympia seven yearsago, arepaying
off.
"Our classes are smaller, our schools are safe, and our kids are learning
better than ever," proclaimed Locke. He made it clear, however, that
while"our tough decisions arepayingoff," the Legislature needs to "continue this progress" and "extendout gainsinkey areas."
Topping his list of proposals, which he dubbed "fundamental rights,"
was education.
"Education is the great equalizer. Education offers opportunity and
hope toallit touches. It makes real theAmerican Dream: that anything is
possible if we set our minds to it."
He added that besides being the great equalizer, education was "also a
great economicengine,"preparing"our workforce ofthe future" androoting "our economic destinyin knowledgeand resourcefulness."
"Quality education and lifelong learning demand a world-class education system," stated the Governor, who addedthat this state "exceeds the
nationalaveragein many subjects, and leads thenationinnumerous cat-

egories."
"But wemust intensify our efforts," he cautioned,saying that this state
needs more earlyeducation programs that will"givechildren the chance
theyneedand deserve;" and teachers who "struggle with large class sizes"
and other detriments of the K-12 system,need help with these problems
as well as higher wages.Locke's biggestproposal for education was the
development ofthe Washington Education Trust Fund, which would permanently earmark funds for educational improvements that go beyond
"basic" education programs required by the state constitution, such as
earlylearning and expansion of financial aid programs.
In addition to this fundamentalright of quality education, Locke also
stressed the "right to opportunities for family-wage jobs." He showed
hiscommitmentto tax incentives,pointingout Boeing's about-face decision tobu\\dthe 7E7 YveTeafter teUinglawmakersat trie beginning of the
decision processthat this state had"zero-chance"of landingthe deal that
will safeguard approximately200,000 jobs.
An investmentin technology, specifically biotech, through targetedtax
incentives,was also a keypoint in the Governor'sspeech. Initiatives like
"Bio 21," a public-privatepartnership that will "further fund out state's
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2004 Global Student Entrepreneur Awards
Pacific Northwest Region

$5,000 First Place
HerbertB. Jones Student Entrepreneur Award

'Regional first-place winner advances to the global competition to compete for a

grand prize of $10,000.
Who

Undergraduate students who run their own businesses
Why
The regional awards andthe globalawards arerecognitionof exceptionalentrepreneurial
skill and creativity among undergraduatestudentsenrolled in universities, collegesand
technicalschools.
Eligibility
To be eligiblean undergraduatestudent must: a) be enrolled in school at the timeof
submissionb) submitproof of 12 (or the equivalent) hours of creditearned in the 12
months prior to application c)be a studentbusiness owner (with or without partners)who
has primary responsibilityfor the management and operationsofthe business. Only forprofit businesses may apply.
How
Complete the applicationandsubmit it by March 1, 2004 to the The Entrepreneurship
Center, Albers School of Business and Economics.
For additional information and an application call 206-296-5730 or visit

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/sea

I EVERY THURSDAYNIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT! I

outstanding research capacity in biotechnology and information technology," will"play to our strengths" and "promote medicalbreakthroughs."
He also stressed the need for a healthy environment. Restoring wild
salmon runs, protecting ourselves from toxins andunsafe pipelines and
oil spills and seeking renewableenergy resources are necessary to "preserving a legacy of sustainability and passing along the right to live in
and enjoy a clean and healthy environment," statedLocke.
Finally, the Governor underlined the "fundamental right to live in a
respectful, fair andsafe society,"saying that when we consider these values we arereaching "for the highest, best potential of enlightened civilization."

Governor Locke concluded his speechby recommiting himself, inhis
last year ofoffice, to spending "everymoment working towardthatguarantee" of these five fundamental rights.
The response to Governor Locke's speech was delivered by the newly
elected Senate majority leader, Bill Finkbeiner, R Kirkland.
SenatorFinkbeinerpointedout thatlastyear's session faced huge challenges, chief among them a $2.4 billion budget deficit and the highest
unemploymentrates in thenation. However,the Senate "took one step at
a time andbegan a journey to make things right in this state, passing anonew-taxes budget and a stellar legislative package that helped land the
7E7 final assembly" among other things.
While the state unemployment ratehas improved,it still ranks 44lh in
the nation,and the Legislature is still"probably a yearaway fromanother
significantbudget shortfall."
Education is also facing significant challenges with many children not
passing the federal government's "No Child Left Behind" standards.
Finkbeiner said that the Senate Republicans, along with the rest ofthe
Legislature and the Governor, are ready "to tackle these problems head
While many of the goals set by boththe Governor and the Republican
leadership in the Senate are similar and theidealsheldby bothparties are
congruent, the issues that the state faces this session "are not easy political issues," as Finkbeiner pointed out. "If they were, we would have
solved them already."
The Republican Caucus leadership is committed to improvingmany of
the same things that Governor Locke is committed to.
"The most important thing to do now is make sure that weare creating
a climate of growth in this state where the future looks brighter than the
past," stated Finkbeiner in the closing remarks of his response.
"Each generation has made sacrifices and commitments to the future,
ensuring that progress is constantly made on our journey."

I1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122 |
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Women only academic salon focuses on sexuality

Discussion group addresses cultural assumptions about women and sex
Tobie Neely
Staff Writer
Susan Hawkins,J.D.,Psy.D. and

Ellen Lin,Ph.D. led theWomen and
Sexuality Salonheld in the Seattle
University Counseling Center on
Jan. 12.
The salon wasa small discussion
with female students and faculty
members.
Hawkins said they were "setting
a forum where students could bring
up subjects they wanted to talk
about in an open environment."
Seniors Anmi Gumelar and Elvi
Widjaja, both communications
studiesmajors,organized the event.
The Salon opened with a video

clip from Oxygen's Sunday lateThe group addressed the nature
night show, Talk Sex, where view- ofthe show's explicit content.
ers call-in with questions regarding
"A concern ofmine, hasbeen the
fact that when knowledge gets out
sex.
The host, Sue Johanson, is anel- there,G-spot, orgasm.Itmakes othder-aged sex educator who ad- ers feel abnormal if not attained,"
dresses the topic in a straightfor- said one attendee."That's not what
ward manner. When confronted sex is about."
with a question concerning impoAnother woman commented on
tency, she responded,"you've still the "competitive aspect, achieve
got ten fingers and a thumb, eh?" that goal, get that G-spot." She worthenreferred to creamsthat "attain, ried that viewers might question
retain, and sustain."
their sexuality.
studentattributedJohanson's
"If you're not having sex, does
One
appeal to her "attitude, where any- that mean you're not a sexual perthinggoes to make [the audience] son? Of course not, weall have a
comfortable. It makes a difference sexual identity," One woman said.
because she's older, seemingly un- "Mysexuality isn'tgoal oriented at
attractive."
all. It's about sensuality."

The Artisans

"Personally Idon't think Ineed
a man to validate me as a woman,"
respondedone woman.The women
identified thelack ofacceptance for
single womanin our society.
An attendee said, "You're still
expected to have a man in your

been trying to have words of our
own?"
"There's a certain powerand intimidation about a woman choosing not to bein a relationship," said
one attendee. "Being intentionally
single is somethingvery powerful."

life."

The needfor acceptance and the
"As a [single] woman, people influence of pop-culture were pinpity you and you start to think pointed as sources of pressure for
you're this sad, pathetic person," both younger and older women.
another agreed.
Ourcultureis based on instantgratia
connotation
fication and promotes sex by por"There's different
to the word 'bachelor' than to the traying people as more sexually
word 'spinster,'" one woman said. savvy.
The newer term 'bachelorette' reDue to the media and culture
ceived poorreviews because ofthe women"lose sight of what our own
implications of looking for a man. choices are. It's about choice, beA woman remarked, "Haven't we ing able to decide when and how
and who. Beingable to define sexy
and all that for yourself," said one
woman.
"Be the subject of your sexuality
as opposed to the object," said an-

other.
"It's about empowering yourself," said another. "The willing-

of Nicaragua

ness to accept what other people

don't accept is maybe the hardest
part. It's a natural instinct to want
to be accepted."
Here the discussion shifted to the
issue of family expectations.Depending onherculture andreligion,
a woman'sfamily can have anenormous impact on the choices she

makes whether it is right for her as
an individual or not.
One woman said, "part <jt'\vhi>I

\
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am is myculture and where Icame
from. There are so many more
choices, for somepeople it complicates things a lot."

Theunlimitedchoices in contemporary culture,especiallynew freedoms for women, makes staying
true to inherited values difficult.
The groupagreed thatthe solution
to this problem was trial and error
for the individual, not necessarily
meaningphysical sex,but inrelationships or independence; whatever is
neededto determine what iscomfortable for the individual.
Experimenting can be a letdown
oruncoverpainful feelings, but as
one woman said, "[it's] the idea of
figuring out. .trial and error. .then
saying,'it doesn't feel as Ithought
it would.'"

.

.

Another attendee said,"Youhave

Unique hand crafted gifts imported from the Artisans of Nicaragua are now on sale
at the Bookstore. You w ill find a wide selection of ceramic bowls and vases, wood
bowls, jewelry and jewelry boxes, and woodcarvings - all of exceptional quality.
These products are purchased directly from Nicaraguan Artisans through a
cooperative agreement with the Jesuit University of Central America and its
Nitlapan Institute, which provides micro-loans to these craftspeople. Dr. Barbara
Parker and her International Business Class were instrumental in developing a
business plan for this project.
Seattle University
Bookstore
1108 E. Columbia
Seattle, WA 98122
206-296-5820
www.SeattleUbookstore.com

tobehonest with someoneifyou're
going to fall in love. That honesty
is so important to be the personyou

are. You also know, by being honest, that itcould potentially hurt."

One woman remembered as a
teenager having the "need to get
laid.How inretrospect I wouldn't

consider them a good thing, but
they were validating at the time."
"It all boils down to what you
want in a sexual encounter," said

another.
At the end of thediscussion a student remarked, "it is beneficial to
hear from people who aren't my
age. It'snotjustabigdeal with 1822 year-olds,but witholder women
as well."

The counseling center is open
Mon.-Fri. from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the Student Center Pavilion,
room 120 to discussissues ona personal basis. Call(206) 296-6090 to
make an appointment.
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Cheer and dance club bring spirit to sporting events
Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
Fans, hot dogs, popcorn, loud cheering
and lots of action are things that people
commonly associate with sporting events.
But two groups who are also synonymous
with athletics are cheerleaders and daneThe cheer club and dance club at Seattle
University are often seen at the men and
women'sbasketball games.
Theyhelpbringspirit andentertainment
to the games andthe fans and teams seem
to enjoy it.

"It's entertaining for people attending
the basketball games to see the girls per-

form. They'repart of the whole setting, atmosphere and spirit scene," said Anne
Carragher,Director ofRecreation and Club
Sports and Associate Athletic Director at
SU.
Senior Jessica Cummings is the captain

of the squad and has been cheering for
about 16 years.
For her it has always been something
she wanted to do. Each time she cheers,

somethingsparks inside ofher making her
feel good about doing it.
"Being on the team is time consuming,
but it is something that we all want to do,"
saidCummings. It takes a lot ofhard work
and dedication,but it is rewarding knowing that weare doingour job well."
The girls on the squad not only have to

juggle their schedules around to make time
for practices, but they also have to make
sure to keep academics up. All girls are

expectedto maintaina 3.2 GPA at all times,
if not, they arebenched.
To Cummings,school spirit is important
and should be taken as seriously as any

other sport.
"It makes me kind of upset because
school spirit is so valuable at sporting
events that I feel our school should help
in investing for a coach so we could do
more at games and become a better team.
It is very hard to be both a coach and a
captain," said Cummings.
Angelina Sanelli

Cheerleaders start getting the
fans pumped up at the beginning of a basketball game.

Both the cheer and the dance clubs at
SU have only advisors, but no actual
coaches just like any otherclub. This can
be difficult for these captains sometimes
because they are dealing with nine or so
other girls who are about the same age.

The cheer squad performed stunts during halftime at last
Saturday's men's game.
They have

to be

the coach rather that a of the money is out of pocket
Cummings has been looking into pay"Making everyonehappy is difficult,it's ing for a coach for next season, and the
hard to be a boss." said Cummings."But athleticdepartment has said they will work
all the girls are very nice and supportive with the squad to possibly get a coach or a
trainer.
which helps a lot."
Sophomore Melisa Wong is captain of
Both the dance and cheer squads perform
team
some
the
at
all home men'sand women'sbasketball
the dance
and has had
of
same difficulties as Cummings.
games, and the dance team is looking into
"We have no coach or lessons, so Imake doing volleyballgames as well.
"Ienjoydancingbecause it is something
up the routines," said Wong. It's hard finding time to choreograph on top ofmanag- I can go do to escape from everything,"
ing school, work and anything else that said Wong. "What I like best about the
might be going on."
dance club is just being able to be on a
There is small amount of money given team. You're able to meet new people and
to bothclubs from the athletic department, make friends. It gets you involved and out
and the dance team gets funding from there in school, there is more to school than
ASSU to go towards uniforms; but the rest just academics."
friend.

NCAA 's Godfather not fee/ing hip-hop 's Doggfather
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

lent?" He wasonce tight with Suge
Snoop is linked to the words Knight, black America'sversionof
Al Capone.Hehas producedporno
"shizzle" and "dizzle."
movies,
Just
look
I
watched
at
the
been a spokesman for
years
ago,
past
year.
Twelve
a
The
skinny 19-year-old named Snoop University of Washington was "GirlsGone Wild," been either diDoggy Dogg stroll onto hip-hop's rocked by stories ofcoaches gam- rectly or indirectly involved with a
radar screen. With lyrics like,"It's bling on college sports and over- handful of drug and gun cases, and
1-8-7 on an undercover cop," the the-counter drugs being slipped is constantly seenhanging out with
lastthingIwould have thought was: under the counter to athletes. semi-famous retired pimp Bishop
Man, this guyisgonna be ahit with Charges ofacademic fraud and il- Don Magic Juan. It doesn't take
legal payments to basketball play- longfor anyonelistening toa Snoop
white people.
Which explains my surprise ers surfaced at the University of Dogg album to realize his favorite
when, 18 days ago, Iwatched a Georgia. Coaches behaving badly topics are money, pimping, drugs,
skinny 31-year-old Snoop Dogg with alcohol and strippers caused sex and gunplay (in no particular
starring in a series ofcommercials drama at lowa State University and order).
But to befair. Snoop isn't allthat
for college football's national the University of Alabama,respecbad.He started SnoopDogg'sSavechampionship game, the Sugar tively.
Then there was the biggest story a-Life Foundation. He coaches his
Bowl, sponsored by Nokia. Even
though Snoop has grown into a of 2003, a sordid tale of drug-sell- son's Little League football team.
mainstreamstar over the years, as- ing,drug-using and improper finan- He's tame enough for MTV to give
sociating him with the words "cor- cial dealings that led to a murder him his own sketch comedy show
poratesponsor" and "network tele- andsubsequent cover-up attempt by and to have landed several movie'
theheadbasketball coach at Baylor roles, even performing in A Very
vision" wasn't easy.
MuppetChristmas Movie,although
Myles Brand, president of the University.
National Collegiate Athletics AssoAnd while everyone and their his parts were left on the cutting
ciation(NCAA), apparently didn't drunk Uncle Norm wants a college room floor.
But even if you ignore that and
take it too well either. One week football playoffsystem, theNCAA
on
Bowl,
maintaining
after the Sugar
the bowl focus onthe negative,howare a few
Brand voiced insists
games,
displeasure
clearly
money
his
with the Snoop
for the
in- commercialsgoing tosully the inn
ageofcollegesports? Brandadmit-*
Doggads, which featured the rap- volved and little else.
All of this going on, and Brand ted inhis speechthat theNCAA has
per as a detective trying to find out
who stole the national champion- believes a rapperis part of theprob- several problems, but ifhe's wasting time worrying about Snoop
ship trophy. Speaking in front of lem? Get real.
delegatesat the annualNCAA ConNot that Ican't see where he's Dogg's ads,he's not focused in the
vention,Brand said the ads were coming from. Image-wise,there are right direction. It's as if Brand is
"inappropriate for acollege game," better choices for your company driving acar without brakes downwhile giving a speech on preserv- pitchman than Snoop Dogg. He's bill,but he's moreconcerned about
ing the integrity of college athlet- an ex-gangmember who spenttime a ding on the windshield.
ics.
in and out of jail before his music
Don't get me wrong, Ilove colWhich begs the question, what careertook off. In 1993, Snoop was lege sports and watch college bascharged with murder (he was later ketball and football more than 1
integrity?
acquitted)
major
and that same year was watch the pros. But even the bigsports down to
From the
the non-revenue sports, the NCAA on the cover ofNewsweek, next to gest college fan wouldhave to adis linked to the words "scandal" and the headline "When is rap 2 vio- mit that college sports has more
"investigation" about as often as

than its share ofproblems.
As in any situation, there is perception and there's reality. And in
this situation,one is just as damagingas the other.

Inaddition to the reality we read
about at schools like UW and
Baylor, people think college athletes never go to class, yet still
maintain good enough grades because either someone else is doing
the work for them, or because professors pass them in the interest of
winning games.
People think college athletes only
major in easy subjects like physical education.
People think student-athletes get
paid under the table, and get cars,
nice apartmentsand other benefits

liftapesfted

not afforded to regular students
But at thesame time,peoplesee

the NCAA— the oneswho aresupposed to regulate such activity
as archaic initsrules. Manypeople
think it's wrong that the NCAA
makesbillionsofdollars off ofstudent-athletes, yet does not allow
them somuch as a stipend for their
services. In general,people think
the NCAA packs less brainpower
than a "Rich Girls" vs. "Simple
Life" cast party.
By cutting a few commercials
andcapitalizing onhismainstream
appeal, Snoop Dogg hasn't done
anything to compromise the
NCAA's integrity. TheNCAA has
done a goodenoughjob of that on
their own.

—
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Fan turnout increases at basketball games
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
In last Saturdaynight's basketball doubleheader,Seattle University hosted Western Washington University.
The game wasexciting,withincrease fan turnout.
The night started with the seventhranked SU women
hosting a Western teamplaying hoton the road, 10-3 on
theroad and 3-4overall. The6-11 ladyredhawks knew
what they had to do and quickly scored first, to set the
tone.The inteasity remained through thehalf; at onepoint
SU wasupby ninepoints, but the Vikings cameback to
bring it within two at the half. Thecrowd watchedintently,their eyes movinglike it wasa tennis game.
The fast pacecontinued through the secondhalf. Asthe
crowdcontinued togrow, so did the lead,only a bit more
slowly. TheRedhawks played well,scoring 24points on
turnovers and were 8 for 8 from the line in the second
period,but wereoutscored inthesecondhalf30-32. Then,
with seven seconds remaining, Western'sTinaDonahue
sunk a lay-up to tieitandsend it intoovertime.
TheVikings scoredfirst inovertime,taking thelead for
the first time. The Vikings overpoweredwith nine second-chance points and 18 points of the bench. Leading
them tothe 76-73 OT victory,it wasSU'sseventhstraight
loss.

Senior Jade White scored a team high 20 points and
had a gamehighofnine rebounds andthree steals.Freshman AshleyPayne added 18 points and junior Thresia
Buschhad tenpoints. SeniorMarisa Younghadsix steals
andfive assists.
"Ithink wecan win a gamelike this; we shouldhave
won," said Coach Dave Cox."The programhas taken a
quantumleapand wearepastjust gettingclose. Iamproud
ofhow hard weare workingandhow much wehaveimproved.Ourbest daysareaheadofus.There wereacouple
bounces that didn't go our wayand that was the difference."
Then,aftera shortrecess,ArchbishopConnolly Center
continued to fill for the second gameof thedoubleheader.
TheRedhawk men,comingoffa big winThursdayNight
against Seattle Pacific University wereready to win another,but the Viking menproved tobe tough opponents.

Western scored first and the seesawbegan. The score
was tied 34-34 at thehalf.
The SaturdayNight special even included a halftime

A.J.Chavez

Junior Bim Makinde guards the Vikings Ryan Diggs at last Saturday's
game against WWU. SU lost 76-71.

Senior Marisa
Young brings
the ball down
court at last
weeks game
against WWU.
The women
lost in OT 7673.

A.J. Chavez

show:cheerleaders,trainedCollies inboots, free T-shirtsand a
facultyappreciationraffle.
The crowdstayedinit for the second half,intensityremained
high as did expectations. But the Vikings overtook the
Redhawks with 12points on turnoversandoutscored them42
to 37 in the second half. SU was down by just one with 32

seconds remaining, but the Vikings took control and scored
—
six quick points ending itwith aheartbreaking final score of
76-71.

FreshmanKevin Harrison scoredacareerhighof 19 points
and junior Bim Makinde added 16 points. Freshman Ryan
Webband seniorNic Lanoboth had sevenpoints each for the
night,andWebb alsohadthree assists.
"Kevin Harrisongave us some greatoffense off thebench
andhitsomebigshots,"said SUheadcoachJoeCallero."Credit
Western Washington for making some bigplays down the
stretchand pullingout a toughGNAC win onthe road."
Last thursday's game began the streak of increaseing fan
turn out,over 1000 fans cameto watch theRedhawks dominate the cross-town rivals, SPU Falcons. It was that night the
SUmen's cheer squadmadetheir bigdebut,and they feel they
wereacatalystreinstating the strong fanbase.
Themen'scheer squaddeckedinred-and-whitestripedrugby
shirts onSaturday and practiced moveslike reading newspapers, as the Vikings startingline-up was announced, andthe
effectivebounce-and-chantmove.
—
"I think the guys playedgreat but Ithink we made the
difference," saidNate Zell, spirited cheer squad memberand
sophomore International Studies major. "There haven't been
crowdslikethis inawhile.Iwas disappointed with basketball
last year and we decided to try somethingnew."
Both teams are glad to see attendancerising. The official
count at the Saturdaygame was1,230, and they look forward
to the trend continuing.
"Basketballis growinghereat SU— it hasbeen a while since
wehave seen crowds like this.It's the movetodivision two,"
saidJason Lichtenberger,Sports Information Director.
Tonight theRedhawks will take onAlaskaAnchorage.The
womenwillbehere,takingonthe tenthranked women's team
andthe men travel to the University ofAlaska-Anchorage to
playthe fourthranked AnchorageSeawolves.
—
"I haveneverbeen toAlaska I'm scared of the weather,"
mentionedBimMakinde. "I'mfromArizonaandit wastough
getting used to Seattle but basketballis basketball, it's the
same 94 foot gym."

—

ItKfiMtorHll

REDHAWKS
SPORTS 6 LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Jan. 22*"1
Women's Basketball vs. AlaskaFairbanks 7 p.m. (Home)
Men's Basketball vs. AlaskaFairbanks (Away)
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Student PavilionMutltiuse
Lindy Hop 1 7:30-8:30p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Irish Dance 7:15-8:15p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Friday. Jan. 23**
Swimming vs.UPS 6 p.m. @ Connolly East Pool
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday. Jan. 24th
Women's basketball vs. Anchorage 7 p.m. (Home)
Men's basketball vs.Anchorage (away)

Swimming vs. Whitworth (away)

Monday. Jan. 26Spring sport conditioning 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Kyokushin Karate 5:30-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. Jan. 27th
Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Eat Right and StayHealthy, noon-1 p.m. @ Shaffer Aud.
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse
Pilates 25-5:50 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Tap Dance 6:30-7:20 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium
Capoeira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Jan. 28th
Weight Room Intro. 12:05 p.m. or 4:45 p.m. @ Weight Room
Yoga 4:1 5-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate 7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tai Chi 12-12:55 p.m. @ StudentPavilion Multiuse
Learn to Swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ Connolly west pool
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Popquiz proves to be challenge for SU students
Tiffany Small
Features Editor
In the spirit ofdiversity month we decided to test
the knowledge of Seattle University students on various
questions focused onminority culture and history. These
questions, mostly found in lower education tests and
quizzes, provedto be quite a challenge for the students
A lot of responses were "Uummmmm, Idon't
>w" and "1 have no idea!" But the absolute favorite
wer is "[insert correct answer here]." Here is an
ortment of answers from the 18 different students
zzed. To protect the innocent, nonames will be
ompanying these colorful answers.
Question One: When is Cinco de Mayo?
The fifth of May. Congratulations! Everyone got

led.

-

one correct.
Question Two:
When was the Supreme
Court case, Brown vs.
The Board ofEducation?
-Answers ranged
>m as earlyas the 40s
as late as 1972, and
swers allin between.
s always safe to
swer a question with a
question.One student
with, "wasn't it
50s?"
Question Three:
Who was the first

I

Kwers

"a fifty-cent-piece." One student answered, "something to
do with five,or six. No. fifteen."
Question Seven: Which Amendment gives minorities the right to vote?
-Nobody knew for sure so the answers varied from
the 13th to the 22nd. The memorableanswersbeing, "the
Ist"and "the 26th...wait...is there even26 Amendments?"
Question Eight: What Indian reservationsarein
the SeattleArea?
-For the most part, students could name a few off
the top of their heads. It was the way that they remembered them that was surprising. "Just think about the
casinos." said one student.
QuestionNine: When didthe Vietnam War end?
-There were answers of: 1962, '63, '67, '68, '69,
and a coupleof guesses in the early 70s. A couple more
guesses and we could've gotten a
i

Question Ten: Who was the

resting

You/

HonoraryDoctorateat Seattle
University in 2002.)
-Although a couple ofpeople

did answer correctly, others knew
who she was butcouldn't remember
her name. Some responses from the
absent minded: "Oh, it's what'sher
face, she came to your school, Oh
it's on the tip ofmy tongue,""oh, I
know this! She came to SU.This is

Question Eleven:Most

udents answered,

Ended,

Phillippines? (Hint: She got her

Robinson...or Aquino. That's what 1
meant."

African-American

larence Thomasand
ere wasone guess for Harden but for the most part there
were plenty of "1don't know"responses. One student
"1don'tknow. I'mcolorblind." Another said,
J don't rememberbut there was a scholarshipship
iafter him." There was one student whodid answer
tly. Well done.
Question Four: When is DiversityMonth?
-The answers ranged from January to March.
Question Five: Who is Cesar Chavez?
-"A boxer," replied one student. Other answers
"the president of Mexico" and "a Latin American
utionist." He was evencalled the "leader of Cuba
before Castro." At best students could give a brief
description ofMr. Chavez.
Question Six: What is a Quincenera?
-Thebest answer: "A food dish," and a close second,

firstfemale President ofthe

horrible," and "Jessica

Supreme Court judge?
-A coupleof

.

full decade.

Chinese immigrants in the late 19th
and20th centurieshad to go
through which island in order to enter the US?
-A few knew it was in the Californiaareabut
unfortunately nobody got this one correct. Other answers
varied from China, Hawii,Guam, KitoIsland in Japan,
Ellis Island was even said.
Question Twelve: Who isMao Zedong?
-"He ruled China for a while... until Hulk Hogan
took over," said oneanimated student. "He wasa communist fellow," "the South Korean President," and "Vietnam,
he had something to do with the Vietnamese," were a few

other answers.

Question Thirteen: What isyour Chinese zodiac?
-Everyone pretty much knew their zodiac although
there wasone comedic answer: "...the year of the ox.
N0. the year of the fierce warrier?"Another student
asked, "We're piggiesaren't we?"

..

Question Fourteen: Who is the PrimeMinister of
Israel?
-The answers were split about aneven halfand half
between "I don'tknow" and "Ariel Sharon" There' was
one answer of"Yasser Arafat."
Question Fifteen: Who is thePalestinian Head of
State?
-The students either knew the correct answer or had
"no freakin' clue."
Question Sixteen: Which partofIraq is Baghdad
in?
-The most popular answer was "the middle;" a
couple students didanswer "North" though.

The Correct Answers
Question One: Cinco de Mayo is the fifth of
Question Two: 1954 is the yearof the
Supreme Court ruling of Brown vs. TheBoardof
Education.
Question Three: Thurgood Marshall was the
firstAfrican- American Supreme Court judge.
Question Four: Diversity monthis January.
Question Five: Cesar Chavez organized
strikes inCalifornia to better conditions for farm
workers.

Question Six: A Quincenera is what you call a

Mexican girl on her 15th birthday.
Question Seven:The 15th Amendment gives
minorities the right to vote.
Question Eight:Some IndianReservations in
the Seattle areaare Muckleshoot, the Suquamish's
Port Indian Reservation,and the Makah Reservation
on the Olympic Peninsula are a few Indian Reservationsin the area.
Question Nine: The Vietnam War beganin
1954andended in 1975.
Question Ten: Corazon Aquino was the first
female President of the Philippines.
Question Eleven: Chinese immigrants had to
travel through Angel Island inCalifornia.
Question Twelve: Mao Zedong was the leader
of the Communist Revolution inChina.
Question Thirteen: 1981-rooster, '82-dog,
'83-pig, '84-rat, and '85-ox
Question Fourteen: The PrimeMinister of
Israelis ArielSharon.
Question Fifteen: Yasser Arafat was, until
recently, the Palestinian Head of State.
Question Sixteen: Baghdad is in the middle
of Iraq.
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Alcohol consumption becomes concern for SU
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
This article is the first story ofa
four-part seriesdealing withalcohol and
its effects on theSeattle University
campus.
AnimalHouse, Old School, Revenge
ofthe Nerds. Porky s, Can 't Hardly Wait,
American Pie, and AmericanPie 2 are just
a few examplesof pop culture portrayals
of teenagers excessivelydrinking to "have
a good time". These movies connect
drinking withhaving fun, dancing with
your dream girl, winning the hearts of your
friends, and experiencingcollege to its
fullest. However, they don't touch on the
effects that excessive alcohol consumption
can have ona college career. For some
students it may cause them to fall behind
in their classes, but for others it may result
in their dismissal from the University.
Seattle University officials are
beginningto take a hard look at thehealth
and wellness ofits students. They have
recently establisheda Wellness Task Force,
chaired byLiz Skofield, to tackle these
issues as well as to conduct a comprehensive wellnesssurvey of the students.
Twoof the areas that the Wellness
Task Force will focus their attention on are
reducing the numberof students that have
unprotected sex while under the influence
of alcohol and the numberofassaults that
occur when alcoholis involved in the

situation. Skofield believes that in order

to

fix a problem, the University first needs to
understand where the problem lies.
"How do wemake it safe and

comfortable for students to talk about
issues such as alcohol use, drug use, sexual
practices and dealing with stress," Skofield
asked.
Although Seattle University may not
be on the same level as otheruniversities
across the nation, the consumption of

alcohol by students is a problem that all
higher education schoolsstrive to address
Most of the incidents that occur on
our campus are somehow related to
alcohol abuse.

According to Mike Sletten,Campus
Public Safety Director, there has already
been two alcohol relatedevents this
quarter. Most incidents are related to
underagedrinking in the dorms or alterca-

tions with Campus Public Safety officers
whileunder the influenceof alcohol.
The University policy on the
consumptionof alcohol states that students
over the age of 21 canconsume alcoholic
beverages in their room. They are not
allowed to supply alcohol to minors nor
can they have minors in their room when
consumingalcohol.
However, from the nationwide

statistics gatheredby the NIAAA,students
under the age of 21 do get their hands on
alcohol.
One ofthe main goals Seattle
University officials are trying to achieve is
alcohol and drug education. Students

sometimes question what alcoholism
means,or "if Idrink am Ian alcoholic?"

Examples of

alcohol abuse
Alcohol abuse does not include
any of the symptoms ofthose
associated with alcoholics. Alcohol
abuse is defined as a pattern of
drinking that is apparent within a
12-month period.
The following are a few
examples that show signs ofalcohol
abuse:
► Failure to fulfill major
work, school, or home respon

sibilities
► Drinking in situations that
are physically dangerous, such
as while driving a car or
operating machinery
► Havingrecurring alcoholrelated legal problems
► And continued drinking
despite having ongoing rela
tionship problems that are
caused or worsened by the
drinking

Alcohol related events involving students
in college from the ages of 18-24
The information was gathered
by the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism.
These facts were taken from
information gathered in 2002:
► 1,400 students died
► 500,000 were injured while
under the influence ofalcohol
► More than 600,000 were
assaulted by other individuals
who had been drinking
The data from the NIAAA shows that
students in their freshman and sophomore
years drinL- more regularly than students in
their final two years in school. It's in those
first two years that a student is adjusting to
a life with no parents, no curfew, and when
alcohol is available as long as you know
the right people.
According to the NIAAA,alcoholism
is a disease that causes a person to become

Four signs of
alcohol dependency

.

1 Craving: A strong need,
or compulsion, to drink
2.Loss of control: The
inability to limit one's
drinking on any given
occasion
3. Physical dependence:
Withdrawal symptoms, such
as nausea, sweating, shaki
ness, and anxiety, occur
whenalcohol use is stopped
after a period ofheavy
drinking
4. Tolerance: Theneed to

drink greater amounts of
alcohol in order to "get
high"

►

More than 70,000 students
were sexually abused
► Nearly 400,000 students
had unprotected sexand
100,000 more don't remember
if they consented
► 2.1 million students drove
under the influence
► More than 150,000 students
had associated alcohol to
some of their health problems
dependent on alcohol

According to Scott Smith,Residence
Life Director, the problem at Seattle

University is

not having

students that are

alcoholics,but rather students whoabuse
alcohol.
In February, the Wellness Task Force
begins a comprehensive wellness survey
aimed to bring the issues to the students
and focus on alcoholand drug usage
among the students,sex practices (mainly
when alcohol is involved)and general
health and wellness questions. It will also
ask students how stress impacts their
health and wellness. The survey will be
randomly sent to students via theirSeattle

University e-mail account and prizes will
be raffledoff to those who participate.
Skofield feels confident that the survey
will provide the Wellness Task Force a
better understanding of what students are
dealing with on and off-campus.

Seattle University ranks quite low
among universities in thenation on the
topic ofalcohol and drug usage, but that
doesn't mean it isn't a problem.
As Skofield said, "it's the individuals
that go to parties allthe time, miss class
because they'rerecovering from a hangoverand go out drinking every weekend
thatend up having the problems." Although Seattle University is a very small
school, university officials deal with the
same problems that large universities deal
with.
Ifstudents aren't honest with their
answers,Skofield and others on the task
force will not be able to help future

students avoid the risks ofalcohol abuse.
Students will have the opportunity to take
part in the Health and Wellness Survey in
February.
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There's no use Spending Time with Bell
Kyle Ford
Managing editor
Is it possible to be too smooth? Leroy Martez Bell's
new CD Spending Time may just provethat it is.
Overall, Ienjoyed the music, but Bell's voice could
some
polishing.
use
A blendof acoustic guitar accompaniedby cello and
bass, this albumis billed as "acoustic soul," but the
primary emotion you get out of hismusic is depression.
Don't get me wrong,the scoring and technical

musical executionof the songs is great, but Bell hides his
voice in the music. You can't get a feel for any real
emotion from him.
The guitar work and song craft is excellent and the

way he layers hismusic leaves a jazzy feel in the back of
your head. Then again, you'd expect that from a professional songwriter who's penned songs for Elton John, Rita
Marley & The IThrees, Johnny Mathis,The Temptations
and Lou Rawls.

The title track of the CD "Spending Time" starts out
with a snappy beatand you can hear where the song could

become a great success, but Bell's voice seems to die in
themusic and bring the piece down. Ifhe could justsing
the same words a little more upbeat the entire album
Bass.
would be saved. Unfortunately, the first song is justan
omen of things to come.
Perhaps, TheSpectator is the wrongplace to send
The fourth track, "Divine Intervention" is as close to adult contemporaryjazz,but you can decide for yoursoul as it comes in this predominately acoustic jazz album. selves at the international release party at 8 p.m.Saturday
He really tries to bring out the emotion with his words, but at The Triple Door. Tickets are $15.

Life is calling.
How far will you go?
Learn more at the event below.

SU Study Abroad Fair Booth
Tuesday,January 27 10:00 am to 3:00pm
SU Campus Pigott Atrium

-

Reuben (Ben Stiller)
assesses risk for a living. He
spends most of his time
avoiding the risks and plans
his life according to the rules.
When he marries Lisa(Debra
Messing), he thinks he has a

Thursday,March 4
Hour-long, pre-scheduled appointments

Contact Errin Byrd Jett at (206) 239-6607
or by e-mail at ebyrd@peacecorps.gov to
schedule an appointment. Completed

sure thing. But when he walks
in on her and the scuba
instructor performing unspeakable acts (fins still on)
he returns home to an empty
apartment, filled with un-

applicationsmust be submitted by
Monday, March 1, to participate.

www.peacecorps.gov

CosJi

800.424.8580, Option 1

Instructor: Jamie Curtismith,owner of Curtismith Consulting

Getting Started
Saturday, January 24, 2004
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Pigott 100

Marketing Matters: Getting Customers
Saturday,February 7, 2004
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Pigott 100

Determining How Much You Need and
Finding Funds to Finance Your Passion
Saturday, February 7, 2004
1:15 p.m. to 4:45 p.m., Pigott 100

Pre-registration: $75 students/faculty/staff; $150 alumni; $175 generalpublic

Pre-registration: $50 students/faculty/staff; $75 alumni; $100 general public
An additional $20 for in-person payment and or registration on day of workshop.

For more information or to register:

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/cramcourse or call 206-296-5730
Sponsored by The Entrepreneurship Center

Along Came Polly
neglects analysis
of its own risks
Tina Dharmapanij
Staff Writer

On-Campus Interviews at SU

Peace Corps

once again his guitar work overpowershis voice and
you're left feeling empty not soulful.
The only track that really deservesthis depressive
treatment is "Can't Run Back to Me"about not taking
back a former lover.
His CD would be a great one to put in during a
dinner party as background music.
Bell's performing band features himself- vocals
and acoustic guitar;Phil Peterson cello; Gigi McKell
acoustic guitar and backup vocals; and Terry D.Morgan -

MMUMMUJJIIiIKB! S

opened wedding presents.
In the process of moving
on, he runs into Polly (Jennifer Aniston), a childhood
friend. She dances salsa, has
traveled frequently, and has an
unattached lifestyle. The
question is, how compatible
can a man who spends eight
minutes a day putting away
decorative pillows and uses a
computer program to assess
the risk of everything be with
a woman who is a nonplanning, key-losing, spontaneous, exotic food lover?
The movie is filled with
its "yucky,cringing" moments
like when Reuben's face
collides with a sweaty, jiggly,
hairy torso. In addition, after
using the urinal, Reuben's
boss wipes his hands on
Reuben's ears and gives him
hearty pats on the back.
Polly's toilet floods as her
expensive lufa becomes a
toilet de-clogger. We also get
to witness the effects of
Reuben's "irritable bowel
syndrome" after he indulges in
spicy Indian food. If you
found American Pie face
cringing, cover- your- eyes
type of humor to be fulfilling,
then Along Came Polly is a
must see, with Ben Stiller's
signature awkward, underdog
performances.
In addition, other notable
characters bring color to the
movie. Reuben seeks solace in
his childhood best friend

(Philip Seymour Hoffman), a
has-been actor who is still
clinging to his past experience
in a Breakfast Club type 80s
flick. Joining in on the fun is
the French accented, Nudist
(Hank Azaria), scuba instructor whom Lisa runs off with.
Serving as potential
toilet paper and getting
slammedinto walls and
trashcans, Rodolfo, the ferret,
is the source of many laughs
and jokes in the movie. The
characters are somewhat
generic, but successful in
making anyone laugh hysterically.
In addition to the great
cast, it's hard for a comedy to
go wrong when we get to see
Ben Stiller in slapstick and

graphic situations. Let's look
at the success of There's
Something About Mary or
Meet the Parents, Stiller
succeeds again in satisfying
the audience's appetite for a
laugh- fest. If you loved
seeing Stiller's awkward
incident involving a caught
zipper on prom night in
There s Something About
Mary, then you'll enjoy seeing
him bring bad dancing to new
heights in this film. Along
Came Polly tortures and
embarrasses Stiller's character
as much as his two signature
movies did, maybe even more
so this time around.
True, the plot is light and
airy, yet in the hands of those
who brought us Meet the
Parents and Zoolander, the
movie is entertaining and
hilarious. Unlike "teenybopper" romantic comedies, this
movie keeps up the momentum even during those serious
scenes of conflict and manages to explore the characters
to certain depths without
running out of gas. Alon^
Came Polly is the perfect

movie for a fun night out with
friends or for general leisurely
viewing, not for those craving
a deep movie with layers.
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Torque captures action, lacks character Sellouts are
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Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor

stereotyped

Hot motorcycles, gangs and women
barely
any clothes was the setting for
with
Warner Brother's new outlaw motorcycle
thriller Torque.
Fromthe producer of the 2001 hit,
The Fast and the Furious, Torque treats
audiences to another high-tech thriller for
the action-loving crowd.
After viewing the trailer, most
viewers may have thought that this film
was going to be a motorcycle versionof
The Fast and the Furious.But as the
movie progresses, the film develops its
own character.
The movie begins with Cary Ford
(Martin Henderson) returning to the
California desert after hiding out in
Thailand for six months. Ford had been
hiding from the leaderofthe Hellians
gang, Henry James (Matt Schulze), after
he had slipped a load of crystal methinto
somemotorcycle gas tanks, setting Ford
up for a fall and damaging his relationship
with girlfriend Shane (Monet Mazur).
Comingback to the states. Fordis on a
mission to get back at James and win his
girlfriendback.
The excitement begins when Ford's
small gang,consisting of two rather
tearless stunt riders, Dalton(Jay
Hernandez) and Val (Will Yun Lee), run
into Ice Cube's character, Trey Wallace.
The film continues to develop when
Ford is framedby the Hellians for the
murder of Wallace's brother. Throughout
the rest of the film, The Hellians and

Wallace's gang, the Reapers, take turns

chasing after Ford and his gang.
There isn't really any racing in this
movie like The Fast and the Furious, it
mostly consists of chase scenes,stunts and
fighting done on the bikes.
One of the unique chase scenes

include Ford and Wallace chasing each

MelissaMueller .
While it maybe every band's
dream, it couldbe every fan's night-

other on the top of a train only to end up
inside of it, still on their bikes. Another
unbelievableand unrealistic scene at the
end of themovie includes a 200 mph race /
fight scene down the streets of L.A.
The moviehas many corny lines and

chosen best fit the parts theyportrayed.
Pressly's character was completely
opposite of anything she has everbeen in.
It was very hard to believe she could play
an antagonistic character.The onlyperson
that really fit their part well was Ice Cube.

some scenes toward the end that are far too

Though this wasn't his best film, he

computer animated.One fight sequence

showed great talentplaying the role ofthe
comedic bad guy.
If you're really into motorcycles and
feed offthe fast-movingaction, this is a
great movie to see in theatres. But if not,
saveyour eight dollars, and wait tillit
comes out on video.

between Shane and China (Jaime Pressly)
is a little tooextreme in the stunt work.
However, the movie does contain a good
storyline and many great stunt and action
scenes.
Idon't think some of the actors

mare: the ugly word "sell out."
The (International)Noise
Conspiracy justinked a deal with
American Recordings to release their
latest albumin2004. Punk band, Rise
Against, just signed ontoDreamWorks
Records, instead of staying on
legendarypunk label Fat Wreck
Chords. In addition to Rise Against,
up-n-comersBrandNew havealso
signedontoDreamWorks following
their 2003 breakthrough album,Deja
Entendu. After releasing five major
LP's onNitro Records,AFIalso joined
DreamWorks torelease their mainstreamrecord Sing theSorrow, and
DreamWorks recently became home to
emo favorite,Saves theDay, as well
Veteranpunkers Rancid alsomade the
major label jump when they released
their newestalbum,Indestructible,
with Warner Bros.
Itis certainlynever easy to
determine whethera leap to a major
label recording deal will improve or
diminish a band's credibility.It canbe
argued that signing witha distinguishedrecord label will enable the
band to tour more places and reach
new audiences. Nevertheless, whena
bandhas acontractual agreement with
a recordingcompany, thebond oould
j
be limited creatively and be forced to
createmoreradio-friendly songs.
So before counting out aband as
a "sell out," waitandseeif their style
ofmusic has actuallychanged
dramatically.

Take a break from the books, go to a show!
Thurs, 1/22
—
Crocodile Cafe

Decemberists
LowFlying Owls

—

Graceland

Moonspell

Chop Suey—

Opeth

—
The Paramount

sun, 1/25 *ryy

Graceland-

TheParamount

w*

Cji

«Jt*|
—

Ted Leo &
The Pharmacists

David Bowie

The Thrills

Showbox—
Jen Wood Trio
Amy Blaschke

Thurs, l/i9

—

ChopSuey

Travis

Jason Falkner

Sat, 1/24

—

Showbox

"2004 Global Sessions"
DJIcey
DJ BabyAnne
DJDigDug

—
Graceland

Devil Driver

Alien Crime Syndicate

Tues, 1/27
Showbox

—

Living Legends
The Procussions

—
Graceland

Vf^
\.X^
—

Crocodile Cafe

Mon, 1/26

i

—

Showbox

Da Hawnay Troof

—

Moore Theatre

Mary & Mars

The Shins

Chop Suey—

Fri,1/2P|V
Crocodile Cafe—

Fiery Furnaces

Leftover Salmon

Metric
South

Josh Groban

Grand Buffet
**\
Rogue Wave
fc
ofLaborj£^(Cl!3!

The Dirtbombs
The Sights

—

Showbox

Duvall

Graceland—

Kindof Like Spitting
NadaSurf

—
Seattle Center
Bette Midler

Fri, 1/30

ChopSuey—
Eek-A-Mouse

La Symphony

Sat, 1/31

Wed, 2/4
—
Crocodile Cafe
Starsailor

—
Showbox

—

Showbox

Number One Gun
O.C.Supertones
TheFarewell Project

Sun, 2/8

—

Graceland

The Jealous Sound
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l

All questions, comments or concerns canbe made at ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

..

get involved.

checkMils
out!
ASSUPOSITIONS AVAILABLE !
International
Dinner

The Associated Students of Seattle University has twopaidpositions available now by special
appointment. Stop by the ASSU office in STCN360 (across from the Bistro) to pick up an
application.

AvailablePositions:

Junior ClassRepresentative (candidate must be a junior when applying)

TIC is helping to organize the International
Dinner.

Jan. 31

from 6'lo p.m.

AT~LARGE REPRESENTATIVE (any full-time or part- time undergraduate may apply)

Tickets are $8 and can be bought at the

Director of Public Relations

Student Center Pavilion 160.

Applications are due at 11a.m. Jan. 26, so DON'T DELAY!
To inquire, please come

to STCN 360, or

..

email Scott Phillips

at phillis@seattleu.eciw

get connected.

Applications

CHECK OUT THENEW ASSU WEBPAGE

SC3.ttlCll CCl.ll/3.SSLL
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KSUB Now Accepting

"

IW*l JttyWtbft*. M*f Tf»«'#!S ffltf

KSUB is currently accepting applications for winter quarter. Please
contact Devon Thurtle at
ksubprog@seattleu.edu if you are
intrested or pick up an application
at the studio located in the Campion basement.
i

1tie newest addition to

I

«.«*■««»««»«»

jenoi»jn

ltii^....^

..

.

Santuncttt s«h»el onTutwlir Jiinwiy6,SOJt

Pick up your copy in one of
these locations:
-Bellarmine Lobby

Jan* 28 at 7 p.m. in
the Casey Atrium
Feel free to come and listen if you do
not wish to read yourself.
Brought to you by "Fragments", SU's
literary/visual art magazine.

-Campion Lobby

-Xavier Lobby
-Student Center, 2nd floor

1. A.

Poetry Reading

uawntttiwilir 3u\tttV

Cuyim

be Informed.
GET YOUR NEWS TODAY!
Pick up your copy of the Seattle
Times. NewYork Times, and
Financial Times provided for
you courtesy of ASSU with
support from the Academic
Provost and the VicePresident
of Student Development.

J-

Contact ElizabethFetterman with questions at fettermane@seattleu.edu

STUDENTstudent
EVENTS
AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
center 3.so (across from the bistro, ne.xt toassu)

Come to Coffee House \ Foreign Film Night!
Tonightl

@

7:30 p.m. in the Bistro
Come enjoy coffee and entertainment with
professional performances by Emila
Dahlin and Cat Kinsey.

I
i

Come watch

Jgvotbevhood of the
Jan. 23
"

r\ n
@
9

P- m

i

ln the
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"
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Classifieds
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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OH-SITE REFILL SERVICE "Over 100regiondShopping Ontsr
mostmk-jet prmier cartridges kofiomßtrossConodoJJSAandMexko
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DROP & SHOP
U5. byDumber 2005
mortreMsdoneJnanhour
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I
KEMU,
Mill
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Located in theFood Court
(206)363-0070

W%
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2003 Grand Prize Winner
Medusa
Krista Loercherand
PamKleweno

|

ffffflh

inrr*9
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llLgn $10,000

CSnLI

I

or DO-IT-YOUftMLf MFIU KIT|

Northgate Shopping Center

JBfe^

200. Help Wanted

GRAND PRIZE
Information / Networking Session
Join a Team or Find Team Members

Friday, January 23, 2004
12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
Pigottlo2

Competitionopen to ALL SU students and alumni.

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

CENTRALAREA Judkins
Park- lbr+Den/I.sba,sth
fir sweepingsound/city
views, bright southwest
corner unit, 3 year new
condo, w/d, dw, sec bldg w/
garage prkg, strg, prvt dek,
granite counters, tile firs,
cats/small dogs okay, $850/
mo, 303 23rd AveS. #510,
(206) 851.9142(available
Immediately).
http://f 1.pg.photos.yahoo
.com/ph/roblardy/my_
photos

COMMUNITY RELATIONS INTERN -Service
Center Issaquah. (PT-1520hrs per wk.-9-12 weeks).
Internship to practice &
learn skills for career in
Journalism or Public Relations. Qual: Current student
in P. R., or related field.
REQ: Prey.exp. w/computers. $7.l6per hr. Application
deadline is Feb 10, 2004.
(Applications available on
our website) Send to: HR,
FACULTY-STAFFKing County Library System, 960 Newport Way NW, GRADUATE STUDENTS
Housefor rent available
Issaquah, WA 98027. 425immediately 1220 East
369-3224 Fax: 425-369Barclay
Court. One of the
3214. www.kcls.org.EOE
houses owned by the University is available. The
MADRONA FAMILY
house on Barclay Court has
seeking Mother's Helper M- two bedrooms, living room,
W, 3-7pm. Hours somewhat bathroom, eat-in kitch and a
flexible. Call 206.720-0452. basement with a washer and
dryer. The bath and kitchen
were remodeled and the
500.For Rent
MOUNT BAKER Rainier
Valley Home for rent.
Looking for a nicehouse
close to campus, to share
with friends or your family?
My four-bedroom home is
available for rent starting
February 1. Includes all
amenities, dishwasher,

washer/dryer,hardwood
floors and carpet, two full
bathrooms, fireplace, upper
and lower back decks,
lovely garden and hummingbirds in the winter!
Pets OK, close to Lake
Washington, grocery shopping, video store, busses,
pea patch, etc. Contact Leah
at leahkohlenberg@yahoo.com
or at 206-722-0388.

house will have a new roof.
Other repairs and improvements have been made with
new carpeting, thermal pane
windows and interior (and

exterior painting-weather
permitting). Rent: $1200
per month + utilities. Deposit: $500. If interested,
please call Phyllis or Judy
in the Auxiliary Services
Office at 6274 or come to
Campion 103.

600. Misc
SU Alum's New Art
Website www.Roberta
Westerberg.com Abstract
Work & Journal.Check It
Out!

For information about the competition please visit the Web site:

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/newventure
The Entrepreneurs!*? Center
Albers School of Business and Economics
E-mail:

ec@seattleu.edu

|

Thebusiness plan for Medusa
is on sale at the SU Bookstore.

The Spectator
For Advertising Information:

Phone: 206-296-5730

Word of the Week - Pish (interj.) Used to
express disdain

Phone: (206)
296-6474

Fax: (206)
296-6477

E-mail:
adinfo@seattfciuxlu
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Question of the Week: Rape shield laws outdated
Which Democratic presidential candidate has impressed you themost sofar? Whohasbeenthe biggest
disappointment?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or as an
opinion column. Letters should be 300 words maximum, while columns shouldbe 500 words minimum.
Spectator editorialboard

rape automatically discreditedisn't havehis reputation sulliedandcredrealistic anymore. As much as ibility attacked publicly during the
people may deny it if you asked trial, whereas a false accuser can
them, society has accepted that nearly escape media scrutiny if she
many people become sexually ac- leaves town fast enough (although
tive in their teenage years.
it's rare for anyone to escape the
One major flaw within rape shield media nowadays).
laws is that while the alleged
There are exceptionsto the rule,
victim's sexual past remains a of course.Luckily, rape shieldlaws
closely-guarded secret, the alleged aren't enforced with the same un—
— reasonable vigor you would expect
rapists' past can and often will

—

Editorial

come up in court.

in a situation that treads into that

AUSTINBURTON
Opinion Editor

Aren'tdefendants supposedto be
Shed some light on
presumed innocent? In our legal
system, theburdenis onthe governReturninghome after work,anevening class,or whatever itis you
Kobe Bryant is not the first pro ment to prove that the criminal
do, one of thelast thingsyou want to be greeted withisa pitch-black
apartment. But that was the case for several Seattle University basketball figure to be accused of charges leviedagainst someoneare
true beyondareasonabledoubt,with
students on Tuesday night, when a power failure blacked out the illicitbedroombehavior.
1998,
legendaryNBA
In
broad- the jury assuming that the defenMurphy Apartments.
caster Mary Albert pled guilty to dantis innocentuntilproven otherAs reportedon campus radio station KSUB, the blackout started misdemeanor assault and battery, wise. However, by enacting rape
when someone driving near the Bessie Burton Sullivan nursing stemmingfromanincidentthattook shield laws and safeguarding the
residence hit the gas pedal instead of the brake, smashing into a placeduringa sexualencounter with past of the alleged victim, an inherconverter.Allunits in the Murphys,including thefive-level parking his mistress. Albert had to plead ent assumption arises that the
guilty, in part,because although the woman is indeed a victim, which
garage, went dark until early Wednesday morning.
victim in his case had a history of then of course implies that the deresidents,
Murphy
the
situation
many
aggraFor
waseven more
vating/annoying/irritating/inconvenient because they were not to- falsely accusing men of sexual as- fendantis guilty;seeingas youcan't
tally prepared forsuch anoccurrence. Oh,itwasn't bychoice ordue sault,thatevidence was notpermit- have a "victim" unless there is a
court due to rape shield laws.
to laziness. It's because the school prohibited them from being tedin
In 1978, our Congress
totally prepared.
passed Rule 412 of theFedAs you probably know, residents in SU's three dorm buildings eral RulesofEvidence;betandthe Murphys are notallowed to havecandles intheir rooms. The ter known as the Rape
motivation behind therule is that candles are a fire hazard, but it's Shield law.Since then, 49
time SUgave students credit for being theadults theyare and atleast ofthe 50UnitedStateshave
adopted identical or simiallowed them something as simple as acandle.
True, candles do increase the likelihood of a firein any setting. lar laws,which varyinpracBut, then again, so do ovens and stoves. But dorm and Murphy tice from state-to-state. In
Colorado, where Los Anresidents are allowed to cook, aren't they?
Lakers star Kobe
geles
Students areallowed tohavelighters andmatches (although they

the situation

are not allowedto smokeindoors), whichposes anotherfirehazard.

The point is, just because somethingcan cause a fire doesn't mean

Bryant faces rape charges,
they are among the harshest in the country.

danger zone of potential sexism to-

wards women. In 2003, the New
JerseySupreme Courtdeclared that
certain amendments in the state's
rape shield laws were unconstitutional,making the uphillclimb fac-

ingone accusedofrapealittleeasier.
And in 1999, a New York-areaman

convicted of rape had the conviction overturned due to issues with
the rape shield laws. In that case,
theaccuser andheralleged attacker
had ane-mail relationship in which
the woman openly talked about her
bondage experienceand fantasies,
which would seem to naturally be

permissible evidence when given
the bondage-type nature of
the supposed crime. But the
judge did not allow the emails under the rape shield
law, whichled to the conviction.Later, though, the New
York Supreme Court determined the conviction was
faulty, but not after a man
spent more than a year in jail.
As shown above, rape
shieldlaws have sent innocentmen toprison,and likely

will send a few more in the
people are going to burn the place down if you give them access to
What rape shield laws
future. Maybe even Kobe
those objects.
Bryant. But at thesame time,
do islimitdefense lawyers
Most of us learnedhow to handle a power outagein grade school. inrapetrialsas far as bringabolishing rape shield laws
Part of thoselessonsinvolvedcandles,as wellas flashlights to have ing the alleged victim's
wouldprobably allow a few
handy.
guilty men togo free,ifa jury
sexual history into play.
were to discredit a woman
While it is true that Murphy residents couldhave (and probably The laws are intended to
due toher past.But we should
should have) kept flashlights in their apartments, it's hard to see prevent the alleged victim
fromhaving their credibilbe able to give juries credit
why candles would also be prohibited.
ity attackedand theirrepufor not being too old-fashioned. Also, doesn't ourjusThe Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence, tation sullied with inforhas
supposedly
mation
that
tice system work under the
KyleFordand AustinBurton.Signedcommentariesreflect
nothing todo with the case
guise
that it's better for ten
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
at hand.
And by the way, why does the guilty men to go free than for one
Spectator, Seattle Universityor its student body.
But what ifthatinformationdoes mediahold itself to the same rape innocent man to go to jail?
have todo with the case? Shouldn't' t shield-like standards? In cases inInall likelihood, theexistence or
defense attorneysbeallowed toad- volving Bryant, Albert and former nonexistence of rape shield laws
equately defend their clients? For boxingchampion Mike Tyson, the won't directly affect 99 percentof
that and other reasons,rape shield defendant had their names and his- the peoplereading this. But we all
s cattle ♥— v mivek3lty
laws are unjust and the lawmakers tories splashed all over the news, have sisters, aunts, daughters,
keeping Watch Since 1933
in this country should get rid of while the alleged victim in each nieces, cousins...as well as broththem. Rape shield laws are out- case remained Mystery Woman ers, sons and nephews and friends
Erica Terence,Editor-in-Chief
Kate White, Staff Writer
dated,
no longernecessary andulti- until the last possible minute. The who could be affected by a sexual
Kyle Ford,ManagingEditor
LaurenFarricker, Staff Writer
mately
unfair to those men (and mainstream media audience still assault alleged or not in their
AmyDaybert,News Editor
MadeleineHottman,Staff Writer
accused of rape, some of does not know somuch as the name lifetime. In that sense, it should
women)
Angelina Sanelli,Sports Editor
William Hurd, Staff Photographer
actually innocent.
are
whom
of Kobe Bryant'saccuser, however matter to everyone whether or not
Austin Burton, Opinion Editor
Jessica Arena,StaffPhotographer
19705,
when
shield
wecan pick upNewsweekand read theselawsexist.Because whileany
rape
In
the
Tiffany Small,Features Editor
MeganMyers,Staff Cartoonist
enacted,
laws
were
sex
as
everything
wasn't
there is to know about of us couldend up ina bad situation,
Marissa Cruz,A & E Editor
Bonnie Lav,Business Manager
openly
accepted
by
or
Oct.
5, 2003 issue), who not everyone can afford Kobe
Bryant
discussed
(the
DuongTruong,Online Editor
Melissa Erickson, Advertising
society
mainstream
as
it
is
is
to
today.
supposed
presumed inno- Bryant's lawyers.
be
Leonard,
Manager
Trisha
Copy Editor
a
woman
The
idea
that
who
encent.
Eitherbothsidesshouldbe
put
Chavez,
Tran,
Manager
Photo Editor
Viet
Distribution
AJ.
blast, or neither. The way it is Austin Burton is a senior
gagedin
consensual
on
premarital
sex
Guillen,
Opatz,
Writer
Tomas
Kate
Advisor
Staff
at one timein her life would have now, a man accused of rape who journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
The Spectatoris the official student newspaper of SeattleUniverany and all future allegations of turns out to be innocent can still to burtona1©seattleu. edu
sity. It is published every Thursday, except duringholidays and
examinationperiods, for a total of 31 issues during the 2003-2004
Got somethin' to say?
academic year.
Write a letter to the editor or

—

—

—

—

gg

Contact The Spectator
Phone:(206) 296-6470
Advertising: (206) 296-6474
Mail: The Spectator

900 Broadway
Seattle, W A 98122
Email: spectator@seattleu.edu.
Check out our website: www.spectator-online.com
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Moon base, Mars sound great; just not for today
robots, such as the possibility of former life
ontheplanet,nottomentionthepossibility of
the terrain sustaining future settlements.
Keepin mind,though;this is all theory and

conjecture territory. Fusion power generated
viahelium3 is stillin the preliminarystages,
and Marsmissions may yieldonly what most
of us see in pictures on the NASA website:

lots and lots of rock.
And of course, the fortuitous announcement by Bush in an election year brings into
question whetherthe mission is noble at all.
Paying for and executing the plan will happen at a time when Bush will be sipping
lemonade onhis Texasranch inretirement. In
the meantime, perception at the moment can

SEAN REID
columnist

rvctator

President Bushproposeda plan thatwould

put a man back on the moon sometime between 2015 and 2020, with the future objec-

paint him as a visionary for the future, and
one we should thus re-elect, even though he

tves

ofcreating a moon base and launching
manned mission toMars over the next few
decades, Jan. 14. As a new NASA initiative
tocatapult man furtherinto spacethan
er before, the idea could be a key step in
invigorating space exploration.
We just can't do it. Not today anyway.
The fact is the moon/Mars plan remains a
stly initiative thatisbetter suited toanation
th a far stronger economy and a far lower
bt.Bush's space plan seemsa highfalutin,
necessary drainon government spending,
especially in light of the war on terrorand the
dollar management of postwar
"ghanistanandIraq.Tack that onwithBush's
w Medicare prescription drug plan, and a

lised

luti-blion

on-to-be $500 billion national deficit, acrding to Reuters news service.
Where will the money come from? It's a
jitimate question to ask, especially when
;
proposed cost of the two missions may,
cording to most experts, reach double of
the samemission proposedby the first Presi—
Bush back in 1992 a$400 billionestite.President GeorgeW. Bushiscallingfor
extra $1 billioncomplement NASA's annual $14 billion budget, with an extra $11
billion tocome from reallocationof existing
money in the space program. Assuming the
whole of NASA's budget, plus the new
is dedicated to the moon/Mars proovertime,by 2015,Bush wouldonly be
t $635 billion short of meetingpredic-

fit

E:y,

Cartoonby MeganMyers

it; the

America of today is not the
Americaof1969. Congressscoffed a decade
ago forhalfa trillionspace venture, anditwill
likely scoff again, despite being largely in
Republican control. A valid indication would
be a Jan. 17 Reuters story which reported
fiscal conservatives,likeRepublican Budget
Committee Chairman Jim Nussle, are not
happy with the current administration's wild
spendingpractices.
Also, any picking up of the slack from
abroad seemshazy at best. True, Russia has
expressed interest in the moon/Mars idea.
However, other space-faring countries, like
Face

rial last week, wrote, "Do we venture forth
for science orcolonization?For peace ornew
Hardly.
weaponsplatforms? Do we search theheavBush also has another national issue to ens orspy on
Earth? Theansweris:allof the
rectify,namely the 2.3million jobsthat were
above.While political rhetoric might call us
lost during his term as president. Based on a
to a noble purpose, not everything done in
critical piece written by James K. Galbraith, response will be noble,or
clear."
a senior scholar with the Levy Economics
to his credit, calls for exploration
Berger,
Institute, the total gains in jobs over the last
just for exploration's sake, somethingakin to
,000,
capture of Saddam Hussein

last December?

six monthshave only been 221
lessthan
a single month average gained during the
Clinton administration.
I'm remindedof a quote from the movie
Capricorn One,a film about a moon mission
goneawry, whereone cynical politician tells
China, are concerned with their own pro- a NASA official, "There are some people
grams, with others focused on finishing the who feel we should worry about our prob-

long overdue and over-budget international
space station.
But besides the cost factor, Bush's pro-

posal remains spectacularly inappropriate for
right now simply because the government
has more important mattersit shouldbe deal—
ing with namely, the postwar situation in
Iraq and creating new jobs. Over the weekend, the U.S. soldierdeath tollinIraq passed
500, matching the same number of troops

tions.
Certainly there are other future factors to who died in the firstfour years in Vietnam.
consider: there may be a rallyingcry to find Theadministration wasalsodealt a devastatNASA more congressional funds and even ing blow when a suicide bomberkilledover
other countries may assist in the venture, as 20 and injured more than 63 on Sunday in
with theinternational space station.But as of front of U.S.headquarters in Baghdad.Have
now, neither is very likely.
things really come under control since the

has nothing tangible topresent. And already
there is talk among the Defense Department
for concurrently developing more sophisticated spy and weapons satellites while the
country watches our new Armstrong push
forwardto the red planet.
Knute Berger, in his Seattle Weekly edito-

the old days of Columbus and Lewis and

Clark. That's a notion that runs through a lot
—
ofheads at NASA sometimes the ability to
just know, evenif it leads only to charting a
map or cataloguing a mineral warrants the
expense.
When the Columbiashuttle explodedin a
ball of fire last February, 1 thought NASA
lems downherebefore the ones up there."
was unfairly doomed. Shuttles would be
—
At the time, Ifelt it wasa narrow-minded, grounded, projects delayed,
funds cvt all
antiprogressive comment. Eventually, barperhaps,by voices questioningthe safety and
ring a major cultural shift or nuclear holorelevanceof space travel.
caust, man will grow to overpopulate the
Inasense,I'm gladthe dreamsof thoselike
Earth, and space colonization will become
the astronauts on Columbiawon't die with
necessary for survival.
the prospect of a lunar base and a man on
Thebenefits of a lunar base and aMars trip Mars. But
the prudent move, especially in
couldbemany,includingthatofhumancolowar-torn and financially risky era, is to
this
nies. A base on the mooncould lead topoten- wait.
tial mining of the helium 3 isotope, which
It's time to solve problemsdownhere first.
scientists believe mayserveas ahighly powerful, abundant, and clean energy source.
Manned Mars exploration and study may Scan Reid is a senior creative writing
also yield new information about the planet major.
Send
feedback
to
that lies out of reach of the current rover reids©seattleu. edu

lowa caucus provided entertainment, lessons

JAMILA ASHA JOHNSON
Spectator columnist

Primary seasonis both a blessing
and a curse. For those who love to
follow lowa, New Hampshire, and
the otherFeb.3 states, this isa time
of hope and amusement.
But for these same people, it is
also a time of incredible stress
coupled with the mounting feeling
that foreachperson whocares,there
are five who couldn't muster an
opinion if their bank account deupon it.
uckily the media had spent

Kded

However,therehasbeen twomomonths supplying their opinion on
whomthenextcandidate shouldbe, ments in the 2004primary race that
so those sadsouls whonever both- Ihope everyone will remember.
ered to look into any of the candiThe first was Dean's sociopath
dates wouldhave a bumper sticker speech after realizing that he had
to put on their car.
only taken a minuscule 18 percent
CNN had a nasty littlehabit of of the lowa votes in the caucus.
showing Howard Dean next to Monday night was almost surreal.
breaking news reports, adding Dean's face turning pink, then
"frontrunner" to his name and were purple, fists firing like bullets into
certainthat nooneelsehad a chance. the air. There is even a moment
But what happensnow that a small wherehe presentssomeperfect jazz
statein theMidwest has shown that fingers. Witnesses have said it was
Dean is not their frontrunner?
like Jerry Lewis Goes to WashingIt's amazing how important two ton, while others werejust waiting
tiny states can be every four years, for Dean to slip Poland between
but how their importance wanes Massachusetts and Ohio.
over time. A year from now no one
EvenDean supporters weretaken
is going to care about John Kerry's aback by the way their candidate
upset in lowa, because this sort of performed. A man who was a reguthing is easily forgotten. Who re- lar on the Dean blog vowed not to
memberedthat Dick Gephardt had donate another cent to Dean and
taken lowa in 2000 or that Clinton explainedhow he'd already wasted
had a terrible time assembling the $500 on the campaign. Iam well
insignificant percent of the New known for being 110 percent beHamDshire vote he received in hind retired four-star general
Wesley Clark, so it comes as no

surprise that Iwelcomed the re- cause there was already a winner.
sponse to Dean's speech.
lowans didsomethingimpressive
Newsweek,MSNBC,and "Good Monday night. At 7 p.m. they forMorningAmerica" spent timepoll- gotnewsreels,magazinespots,foring and askingexpertsthequestion, got whateveryonewastellingthem.
"IsDean done?" Ihope something They votedfor who they felt would
as trivial as a rather Nazi-reminis- makethebestpresident and thebest
cent speech is not what takes him candidate against Bush. Whether
out of the race, but Iam glad to see they were right, Ican't say. Dean
that finally those who were spoon- had been the frontrunner in lowa,
fedideas that theDemocratic Party yet they were able to change their

should have a frontrunner and a minds. That's what was important.
main candidate months before the
This is the thingprimary whores
cast,
votes
were
to
first
will have
like to see. Iadmit to being one of
actually look and see that there are

them. We enjoy seeing that the

eight candidates running to be our
next presidential nominee.
Who told us that our vote didn't
matter? Who told us that we should
all bebehind the same candidate in

speculation doesn'tmatteras much
as the opinions of Americans in
school lunchrooms and libraries.
Speculation is not as important as
what the people inNew Hampshire

ordertobe a strongparty?Who told will do during their primary, and
us that candidate would have to be not as important as what Washingthe governorof Vermont?It wasas ton willdo onFeb. 7 at our caucus.
if what experts on television and
talking heads on the news said was Jamila Johnson is a senior
gospel, and that the primary and journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
caucus process didn't matter be- tojamila@jamilajohnson. org
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Campus

Voice

Do you feel safe walking
around campus at night?
Compiled by Erica Terence and Meiling Siu-Miranda

Not after those alerts. I
used to though."
-"No.
WHITNEY DUDEK, FRESHMANNURSING

"Ifeel safe on campus, and of course I
feel even safer when I'm in uniform. It's
when I
get off campus I
feel a little warier. Everywhere you go has their share of
crime but we're a lot lower than other campuses and our surrounding areas."
-PATTIE CABRIDO, SENIOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE

"When we're walking around campus at night together, sure wefeel safe because I
know she'll kick ass if we're attacked and vice versa"

-MARILYNFULLEN-COLLINS (LEFT) ANDESTHER LUCERO-MINER, THEOLOGYAND MINISTRY

"No, because we're in the middle ofSeattle.
Those little blue emergency lights don't help
don't even know how they work."
much either. I
-AILEENMACDICKEN, FRESHMANCHEMISTRY

"Yeah, because I've never run into any
problem. There's good access to campus

safeguards I
think"
-ZACHKROCHINA, SOPHOMOREPRE-

MAJOR.

"Yeah, I
don't even think about it.It's

welllitand there are always a lot of
police driving around."
-NICK ARNOLD,FRESHMAN
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"We're guys, plus there are usually
students out on campus, so yes, I
feel
walking
night."
at
safe

-BRETT FRANCESCHINA,
FRESHMANHUMANITIES

